Welcome and thanks for your interest in this e-book on holding Space.
In my courses and workshops holding space is something that gets more and more in the picture. It is
something am doing since a long time, it comes more to the awareness now of my students. As
natural it is for me, I see sometimes people struggle.
What is it?
How do I hold space?
When?
So I decided to start to write about Holding Space, the way I see it and what my experiences are. This
includes tips, stories and 6 principles which for me are key in holding space.
And bonus tips to hold space for yourself.

‘If your compassion doesn’t include yourself, it’s
incomplete’
My tag line is: Open hearts see love everywhere.
And that is one of the key things in holding space. Connected from the heart.
Enjoy the read
With Love, from my heart to yours
Marianne Verrijt-Onyango
Nairobi , June 2019
www.kuunganisha.com
As founder of the Kenyan Association of NLP and an aligned trainer of the International Association
of NLP am standing for quality.
The following trainings/programs you can follow where holding space is an important part:
 NLP Practitioner
 NLP Master Practitioner
 Facilitator Family Constellation
 Systemic Coaching







Masterclass Holding Space
Certified Jump Movement Professional
Year program for coaches
Year program SoulSafari for entrepreneurs
Year program for high sensitive lady entrepreneurs

For any of this trainings/masterclasses/programs, sent me a message: marianne@kuunganisha.com

Holding space, my personal story
First I want to share with you when someone held my space.
It was the night from 2 n d on 3 r d of February 2011. My mum was at the end of her life,
her breath was very shallow. I was sitting next to her, putting cream on her hands. My
father, brother and his wife, and my mum’s 2 sisters were in the room.
And I the back of that room sat the night nurse. Her name was sister Engel, which is
Dutch for Angel. Sometimes my eyes met hers, and she closed her eyes reassuring, or
made a small movement with her hand or head. I was so scared and she guided our
family with her energy to all let go of for my mum life and for us our mum.
One hour after my mum died, she touched my sho ulder and whispered, let’s do the
rituals, and together with my aunts and with her I did the last rituals and dressed her,
put mascara on her eye lids because my mum liked her make up. During that process,
we were silent. Nurse Angel gave me silent hints, held my shoulder, and encouraged
me with her eyes and present
After this ritual I was sitting in the dark of the night, and as I didn’t see her coming, I
didn’t see her go. Yet she is one of the mo st important people in my life that made a
big impact. She guided me through one of the most difficult things I had to do, letting
go of my physical mum.

Writing this e-book, for me this the most personal story I can share with you. The story and
experience that really made the biggest impact on me. A human being who from all her love held
my space.

In my courses NLP practitioner/master and facilitator family constellations this was something that
subconsciously always was one of my core values when I was training.
To bring it more into the awareness I hope you really can benefit from it even more.
I connected holding space with coaching and systemic work, to make it accessible and practical, easy
to read. Keep it simple. That is what I love.

6 principles of holding space
In my practice over the past 20+ years I have found the following principles very helpful to realize
and to make myself aware again and again about this. It also makes that I am in a constant process of
developing myself. It’s an ongoing process in order to be able to hold space for yourself and others.
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1. Give others space to trust themselves, on their own wisdom, their own intuition.
Don’t take the power away from them. We humans are designed to overcome whatever is
happening to us. The thing it needs is time. People have those resources in themselves to
feel and know what they need. If we hold the space to let unfold what needs to be unfolded
in the process, you will see that the person actually reaches that depth within. The courage
to take steps again and to show up in their own lives. And that has to do with your believe in
that they have their own intuition and wisdom to listen to, from within. That they feel they
can trust themselves, that what they feel and think, that is correct. Everyone views the world
from a different perspective and that is why we need to let it unfold.
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2. Let go of your own ego, that the other person needs you .
It’s not about you , it’s about the other person. Support their process and your own. We can
have the tendency to think the other needs us. Just think how that is with you. Do you listen
to someone to really listen, or do you listen to reply? Our ego steps in a lot of times. And
when ego steps in, we communicate with each other from our pain. How do you see helping
another person? From which need do you do this? When you can explore your need, you can
also more clearly see why you do what you do. If you want to help because you think the
other person can’t do without your help, or that you have a good or better advice, you are
far away from holding space. Most likely you are fulfilling a need for yourself, like
acknowledgement or being heard. It’s ok to become aware of this. Postpone your judgement
towards yourself and the person for a while and see behind the person their parents to
create space from the heart. And behind the person see their father and the mother. They
have parents, no need to take over. The link for coaching for me is that you want the person
to move forward as soon as possible, to guide to take steps towards independency instead of
dependency on you or anyone else. You touch their inner coach, guide to move forward,
taking steps, small ones or big ones. It’s ok.
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3. Create safety, postpone your judgement.
People open up when they feel safe, no judgement, no remarks. In coaching we call this your
Fair witness. They need to feel safety so that they feel they are allowed to make mistakes. To
be able to express themselves how they are. When you are fair witness, then you accept the
other person how he or she is. Your energy is sending out that it’s ok, that they can lean in
your energy field of no judgement. When you are trying to help, to fix or to change you
actually are communicating that the other one is not ok, that who they are is not ok. If you
hold their space you let people have their own problems without you insisting that someone
has to change. Accept someone what they think, feel or do. Everyone looks at the world
through their own glasses.
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4. Don’t go faster than the horse.
If you are riding a horse, you can’t go faster than the horse you are with. Make sure the
information, questions and advice you give is that what someone can handle. Sometimes you
might see something that the other person doesn’t see yet. It’s not up to you to tell that,
force it or ‘provoke’.
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5. People are walking e-motions. So give space to let someone feel complicated emotions.
That also means that you are not afraid of your own emotions and your shadow sides. Make
sure you feel your own boundaries and that you don’t feel responsible for what is happening
with the other person. Emotions that get space can flow again. It’s like a ball under the
water. It always wants to come back up. So emotions need to be recognized, acknowledged
and find a healthy way to express. If someone cries or doesn’t know what to do, be there , let
your energy guide the person that it is ok. It can touch your shadow side, or your pain or
wound. Be aware of this and deal with it. It has nothing to do with the person you are
holding space for. That’s why setting healthy boundaries between you and the other person
is very important. That is also why a coach also needs a coach, to continue to work on
yourself and peel of your layers. The more authentic you become, the easier it is to just be.
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6. Respect if someone takes another path then you thought, or takes another decision.
You can investigate together if there is a fear to walk their own path in a layer that is deeper
than what is surfacing at that moment. Only with permission of the person, go to a deeper
layer. It’s not up to you to decide the change that someone has to make. You can reach out
your hand but it’s the responsibility of the other person to change. Your responsibility is to
hold space from a place of love. Whatever decision someone makes, it is ok. Awareness is
the first step. Be aware that processes can’t be forced. That one session as a coach is a step
towards what someone wants to achieve but that there is a path they are coming from and a
path they are going.

If you are holding space, it’s important that you feel from your intuition if there is an action needed
or not. There is an art in doing ‘nothing’. Not to intervene, not asking a ton of questions, not to be
curious. To listen with intention, to energetically guide where you dare to let the story unfold.
And takes courage and to show your vulnerability. You have to be comfortable with sitting with
yourself, to embrace the full person that you are.
Breathe with an open heart, breath through your heart and expand your chest.

Maybe now you think, ok this is nice but how do I do this. To help you to become aware of how you
can hold space, you can do the following two exercises:
1. Accepting your Wholeness










Get some paper and art material and make a drawing of yourself, this can be realistic or
metaphoric, just draw what you feel
After this, put a line in the middle, so that you have two sides to your drawing
Now start to write at one side your core qualities, that what you are good at
At the other side write your shadow sides, the things that you are not good at (yet)
Look at the drawing, usually we are very good at listening the not so good things, if you see
that the lists are out of balance, write until you feel they are balanced.
Look again and let the words sink in, and become aware what is happening to you, are you
judging, are you putting it down, are you minimizing, what kind of thoughts are triggered
when you look at the drawing
Now draw a circle around your drawing and the words. Do this very consciously. Follow the
movement of your pencil.
Put you drawing on the floor and step onto it and breath deep in and out. And realize you are
all of this and none of this at the same time. You are. Every time a thought comes up, invite
your thought to go so you can feel that thought are coming and going. And breathe….

2. Listening to hear
This exercise will let you feel how it is to create safety, from unconditional love, a place of nonjudgement and to feel a soul to soul connection and the effect that it has.
Both must be willing to be vulnerable and be willing to let it be silent. And to give no reaction
because every reaction that you give comes from a place of judgment.







The most effect will have this when you do this with a colleague. Go and sit across to each
other.
Make eye contact and feel the connection through the eyes. Step into your fair witness
position, to be neutral, tell yourself to postpone your judgement.
A asks B the following question: What is currently on your mind, what keeps you occupied
and what do you want to share with me.
After asking this question, during the whole process A and B will hold eye contact, so that
through the silence that will come and the connection that you feel, the other person feels
the space to tell a story or give an answer from a deeper level. The one that has asked the
questions will give no response, only contact through the eyes.
Another question that you can ask is: What do you want to tell me that you never told me
before.

After completing this exercise just journal for yourself, what did you become aware of, what was
happening with your thoughts, what did you learn.

Holding space for yourself
If you have compassion for others and that doesn’t include yourself, it’s incomplete.
I remember what one of my trainers once asked me, do you want to be good or do you want to be
whole... Whole was my answer, with everything I am and have.
Here are some important keys to hold space for yourself.










Embrace your own imperfection, you are who you are. It’s key to love the whole you are. If
you strive to be good, you are most likely to fall in perfection. If you embrace all with love...
you come to compassion.
Say no, set your boundaries if something doesn’t feel good. Honour the no in you and feel
where your boundaries are. You actually know it, right?
Commune with yourself. Take time to connect with yourself, to set time for you, even if its
10 minutes for that walk, alone time, to read a chapter, meditate, it can have so many forms.
One I really had to learn and reach out for support. You don’t have to do it all alone.
Whatever it is, reach out and speak out your needs. Even to speak it out, it real relief, trust
me.
Be authentic, keep on peeling your own layers. Step by step, bit by bit.
Be your own inner parent to your inner child. Nurture your inner child, her what he or she
has to say,
Manage your energy, keep track and listen to the whispers of your body. That is a strategy
that only you can manage, what works for you.

Holding space for yourself is like a great pilgrimage to your own soul.
Honour yourself

